CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

COMMITTEE MEETING AGENDA
CHELSEA HOTEL, TORONTO, ON
ROOM: CHURCHILL BALLROOM B

FRIDAY APRIL 28TH, 2017: 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

9:00 WELCOME FROM THE CRA EXECUTIVE CHAIR Lynn Dwernychuk

9:10 CCTG Policy Updates CCTG Staff
• GCP Updates, Central lab database, per-case funding and more!

10:15 Communicating in a Research Environment Lisa Callahan

10:30 Break

11:00 Understanding Immunotherapy: Dr. F Vera Badillo
• From basic science to current clinical trials!

12:00 Lunch (on your own)

1:30 Welcome from the Group Director Dr. Janet Dancey

1:45 #TrialsThatMatter Andrea Hiltz
• An overview of newly activated and upcoming trials!

2:45 Accrual Dashboard Demo Patti O’Brien

3:15 iRECIST training Dora Nomikos

4:00 WRAP UP